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Abstract: The aim of the paper is to study the development of an intelligent system to support Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) engineering process of web applications. The reported review starts from improved system architecture and its main modules. We assume that such intelligent systems are able to assess the level of usability of web applications, improve it by representing a list of recommendations and extend the knowledge related to HCI engineering. To all other the proposed system may store results of each project, allowing to evaluate the level of improvement of web usability.
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1 Introduction

Human-computer interaction (HCI) is relatively young and broad research related section in Information Technology (IT) area, and currently has no finally settled definition. It includes the study of design, evaluation and implementation of interactive computer systems intended for human use, as well as related aspects. The Engineering processes in HCI is accompanied with the efforts to improve the quality of interaction with a computer system, and first of all, improve the quality parameters of the user interface.

According to the recommendations of experts at least 10% of total budget of software development project must be allocated to development of the usable interfaces with enough level of usability. The average improvement of key business indicators belongs to the market of web applications which occupies about 83% of the software development market [1]. This fact gives us evidence of significant economic efficiency of interactive software systems based on web-applications development. However, not all projects related to software development are implemented by using the practical and effective interaction design methods. As a result, the value of the benchmark as the percentage of successful completed tasks for web applications is no more than 81% [1] and for certain categories of users it is 1.5-2 times lower.

We can identify the problem of poor process of using the practical HCI knowledge which accompanies by significant time costs in searching, interpreting and applying the relevant recommendations or ready design patterns (which are the standard solutions used in the design interfaces) for developers [1]. To solve this problem we can propose the development of the different intelligent systems (IS) in order to support the design of interfaces by dividing into elements and organization of recommendations [1] [2]. These types of systems mostly give the opportunity to automate code generation and the process of the interface validation. The effective combination of these proposed approaches would reduce the time required for searching of appropriate recommendations in design, in finding the usability problems, and in suggesting the associated with them solutions for improvement of the user interfaces.

There are a huge number of recommendations regarding the web usability which come from different sources. But the finding of the necessary recommendations takes a long time for web application engineer. Of course, it is possible to use well-known web services such as:

1. Google PageSpeed Insights - service on recommendations of accelerating page loading. (guideline Slow pages lose users [3]).
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2. Screenfly - represent website template screens in various devices.
3. Cybernetic analytic system - assessment of the quality of the site.
4. MetroWEB - tool which helps us to manage usability knowledge and uses this knowledge during evaluation process.
5. Markup Validation Service - popular service to validate HTML structure.

Unfortunately, services listed above are not able to solve a number of problems related to web usability. For example, these services can’t identify the appearance of the home page link, availability of search navigation or presence of heading and body elements. To fill these gaps our goal becomes the development of an intelligent system for supporting HCI engineering processes and solving the issues in web usability area.

Use of such type of intelligent system may reduce the requirements for qualification of engineers, for time and budget spending, decrease number of errors and improve the quality of interaction for all users. In order to meet all proposed requirements the developing Intelligent system (IS) should contain the recommendations with detailed description and examples coming from the different sources and guidelines.

In one of our previous paper [1], we constructed basic architecture of intelligent system. The main purpose of our first version of intelligent system was assessment of applicability of knowledge engineering methods, which are able to solve real problems in HCI subject area. Knowledge base of the first version of IS [1] system was relatively small but enough for providing the testing of the proposed system and to detect possible disadvantages and errors in the projects. This paper describes the improved architecture and ontology model of IS, the ways of its application, and focuses on the results of implementation of the system. Finally, it demonstrates the analysis of usability problem detection and quality assessment of the testing projects.

2 Core of IS: hybrid model

The main advantage of proposed Intelligent System (IS) is constructing of the hybrid model [4]. This hybrid model consists from two types of models including the frame-based model with object-oriented approach and production model with opportunity of knowledge representation in the form of implications (if-else statements). This section describes how to integrate these two models to implement the functionality of IS.

2.1 Improvement of IS Architecture

Firstly we can stop at the constructing of IS Architecture. Improved model of IS Architecture is represented on the Fig. 1. Here we have added some elements such as evaluation of usability level of the projects, the analysis of improved projects, and extension of Solver element by adding the Project list component. These corrections allowed us to improve the representation of output information and to provide the validation and knowledge acquisition in the stage of Solver functioning.

As it was specified in our paper [1] the solution of the problem for web applications requirement analysis contains the processing of the text information. Therefore Knowledge Base (KB) of IS includes vocabulary terms of system subject area used for text analysis, indexing recommendations and describing context design [5].

The existence of KB in intelligence system with controlled vocabulary can describe complex objects of subject area by comparing its list with basic terms. The context of project can be described in similar way but the set of terms formed by an intelligent system automatically directs to the target user whereas the requirements are defined as input information. By comparing these two sets the intelligent system can determine the relevance of each recommendation which is evaluated as a potential component of “solving the problem” or output recommendation list. Validation mechanism and learning for intelligent system is special web portal of knowledge which proposes to the users opportunity to assess the applicability of the knowledge extracting from IS. Recommendations from HCI area which originally presented in natural language, can be transformed into knowledge formalized by the rules of inference production model.

One of the feature of IS is that after testing web application, it saves all results related to usability testing in project list. Project list contains two main information: list of guidelines and usability level. Usability level (UL) is the average percentage of quality of web application, which can be calculated by IS using OWL file.

To improve the UL, HCI engineer is able to improve web application according to guidelines presented by IS. After reconstruction, HCI engineer may pass web application in IS again to compare new and previous results. IS analyze new data, try to find tested web
application from project list and remove guidelines which passed the validation. This way, we increase the usability level. So, if we subtract the value old UL from new UL, we get improvement level of tested web application. Engineer may iterate testing process many times till do not get desirable results of Usability level.

2.2 Ontology in IS Knowledge Engineering

There are various knowledge representation models such as formal-logical, production, framing, semantic networks, conceptual maps, and etc. One of the often used knowledge representation model is ontology. According to the definition given by T. Gruber \[6\] [7] for artificial intelligence applications - "ontology is a formal explicit description of the terms in subject area and relations between them". The main advantage of using ontology model as a tool of knowledge reflection and organization is a systematic approach in modeling of subject area which allow to achieve a holistic view of subject area, its uniformity and connectivity [7].

The most common form of ontology is its graphical representation [7]. Usually it is a fuzzy difference between Ontology and Knowledge Base definitions. Therefore by using N. Guarino theory [8] we can suppose that ontology contains state-independent information meanwhile Knowledge Base (KB) works with state-dependent content.

For constructing such types of the Knowledge Engineering Systems as proposed Intelligent System the most effective way is to create the functional ontology [4] [7], and the modern tools like Protege frame-based ontology system [9] may allow to develop and integrate any new ontologies automatically.

Basing on IS architecture (fig.1) we can create the main functional ontology of IS system (Fig.2).

First class of ontology is HCI engineering task, which has relations with the classes HCI knowledge, guidelines and rules. In addition, the value of project context slot can be set, which includes any class of ontology (a child of the meta-class THING). The overall structure of the class "HCI engineering task" is shown in Fig. 3 [1].

![Fig. 2: Fragment of IS ontology](image)

![Fig. 3: HCI engineering task class structure](image)
the first one is the attribute of knowledge at all levels (i.e. class "HCI knowledge"), the second refers only to the "Guideline" class. Slot "Tag" is used to establish relation between an instance of knowledge and context of projected interaction. The value of this slot can be any class of ontology. Slot "Efficiency" reflects the evaluation of efficiency of recommendations in HCI engineering.

The end result of activity on designing interaction is interface which created as a result of trade-off solutions which meet the requirements and consider technological and other limitations [1].

Engineer can make a decision based on practical recommendations or higher level of knowledge existing in HCI. But some of rules in such decisions are not formalized. Today web applications can be divided into two components: content and design, which is closely connected each other. High-quality and user-friendly presentation of content and its adaptation for "scanning" style of perception is an important factor to improve the usability of web applications [1].

2.3 Frame-based model representation

As it was first introduced by Marvin Minsky [9] the term “frame” means the structure of knowledge which simulates human thinking and abstract image of an object, phenomenon, events, situations, and processes.

The main feature of frame model is that the original slots can be filled with "lack of absence" - ready-made values. Consequently, frame structure contains: name of the frame, pointers inheritance, slots, data type, and slots values (which can be omitted). The value of slot may be related to other frames, thereby realizing various kinds of relationships between concepts and procedural attachments, which implement procedural component in knowledge representation.

Thus, among the advantages of frame models is:

1. flexibility of the model, taking into account the possibility of all sorts of situations;
2. good way in organization of human memory and compatibility with textual knowledge extraction techniques;
3. the ability to represent knowledge in object-oriented approach;
4. the possibility of a combination of declarative and procedure components of knowledge representation.

Features and Benefits of frame model make it potentially applicable in our development of IS to support HCI engineering processes. Definitively we can use a frame script to represent the objectives of user interaction with web application. Thus, by using IS we are able to refine the relevant attributes of the frame: requirements for a web application, characteristics of the target user and set of recommendations. Fig. 5 represents a snippet how we integrate frame-based model by creating knowledge base with the list of recommendations.

One of the disadvantage of frame model is that there is no output mechanism, i.e. we can’t represent and transfer data to HCI engineer. That’s why we have to use the production model (output mechanism) to solve this issue.

2.4 Production model representation

Production model [4] can be considered as the most widespread model of knowledge representation. Production model is a model based on rules allowing to present knowledge in the form of sentences like:

\[
\text{IF } \langle \text{condition} \rangle \text{ THEN } \langle \text{action} \rangle
\]
In general, the production model can be represented as following:

\[ N = \langle A, U, C, I, R \rangle \tag{2} \]

where \( N \) - name of production, \( A \) - application of production, \( U \) - application condition of production, \( C \) - core of production, \( I \) - postcondition of production, \( R \) - comment, informal description of production.

As we described above intelligent system includes knowledge base, working memory and the interpreter of the rules (solver) which implements a specific inference engine. Any production rules contained in knowledge base consist of "antecedent" and "consequent" parts, where "antecedent" is the premise of rule (conditional part) which consists of elementary propositions connected by logical connectives "and", "or", and "consequent" (conclusion) part includes some sentences that express the fact or reference to specific actions which should be implemented. Production rules are usually written in the form of the antecedent-consequent [8]. To clear understand how production model works in our case let's consider the following example:

According to web usability guideline "Enable Access to the Homepage" [3], many users should return to the homepage for beginning a new task or starting a task over again. To meet the guideline requirements it should be existed an easy and obvious way for users to quick return to the homepage of the Web site from any point in the site. To cover such kind of guideline, web application should have container with class named "logo" and tag with homepage link. Final code snippet of web application can be the following:

```html
<div class="logo">
  <a href="websiteurl">
    <img src="/img/logo.png"/>
  </a>
</div>
```

We may suppose that our system got keywords (input information):

```html
class="logo" & href="websiteurl"
```

There are two ways for output data:

First variant:

**Step 1**: Use only R1, don't work - need more data.

**Step 2**: Use R1 and R2, work - return guideline "Enable Access to the Homepage" from knowledge base. If we write it in antecedent-consequent form it can be represented as follows:

```java
IF class = "logo" AND href = "websiteurl"
THEN output guideline "The Home Page"
ELSE need more data
```

Second variant:

**Step 3**: use R1, return principle "class "logo" exist"

3 Intelligent system implementation tools

To implement our IS, we reviewed existing developed IS. After consideration of popular tools for creating ontologies: Protege, created at Stanford University, HOZO, developed by a group of organizations in Japan, OntoStudio, owned by the German company named ontoprise GmbH, our final choice was frame-based ontology editor Protege-Frames for the following reasons:

1. Full conformity with selected models of knowledge representation: support ontology-based frames and production component by integrating with CLIPS language.
2. Protege-Frames linking functionality with developed methodology of ontology [10].
3. Modular extensible architecture editor and ability import and export of data (XML, HTML, RDF, OWL).
4. Protege supports the concept of teamwork with several users (collaborative Protege) [10], which would be useful in our web application.
5. The editor is open source and free product. It is in active development and has extensive documentation.

According to Google Schoolar statistics [11], there was 2500 citations to Protege in 2012.

Protege-Frames editor uses MF ontology language [12] (Knowledge Interchange Format). As the basic relationships between classes Protege uses hierarchical \( R_{ISA} \) with inheritance. Other relationships (\( R_{ASS} \)) are implemented through the slots, which can be \( D_{class} \) or \( D_{instance} \). The Protege has an option to edit metaontology [13] that allows to change meta-frames such as "class", "slot", "attitude", etc.

Protege has a number of modules, which implement ontology representation through graphical visualization: Ontoviz, Jambalaya, TGvizTab and others. For example, Ontoviz module is able to represent not only Classification, Composition and Relation Schematics from IDEF5 notation [14], but also slots and their implications for frame classes and instances.

With the help of CLIPSTab special module, ontology has been transformed into an object-oriented data structure. CLIPS environment allows the implementation of intelligent systems based on production mode. One of the component which help us to build output mechanism is Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [12]. It allows users to write rules that can be expressed in terms of OWL concepts to provide deductive reasoning capabilities than OWL alone. To represent the syntax of SWRL, consider the following example:

```java
ms of OWL concepts to provide deductive reasoning capabilities than OWL alone. The using of the syntax of SWRL we can demonstrate on the following example:
```
rec.hasClass($input, logo) ∧ rec.hasLink($input, url) → rec.show(TheHomePage)

After running Jess [12] (SWRL rules interpreter), system try to find logo class and url from crawled HTML data ($input variable). As the result of interpretation “The HomePage” recommendation will be displayed.

Unfortunately, the possibility of Protege and CLIPS in organization of user interface is very limited (only test mode), but there is a possibility of launching output mechanism through web server running in Unix. This allows sharing with modern languages to create dynamic web pages (for example PHP) and the organization IS web interface. That’s why to represent GUI for HCI engineer we used PHP Yii framework - one of the widespread framework based on MVC. Moreover Yii framework has special extension which give us an opportunity to communicate with knowledge base created in Protege. Graphical relationships between Protege (Knowledge base) and Yii framework (User interface) is represented in Fig. 6.

![Web server](image)

**Fig. 6: Protege and Yii framework relation**

### 4 Intelligent system functionality

During the development of IS ontology and Knowledge Base we created more than 300 recommendations with detailed description and examples coming from different sources and this list can be extended. Most of guidelines created by famous experts in web usability such as J. Nielsen, D. Norman, R. Bailey, R. Levine, T. Tullis and other.

Main classes involved in the system and their relationships are included to ontology of IS (see Fig. 2). Total workflow of engineer with intelligent system divided by several steps:

**Step 1: Analysis of software applications:**

1. HCI engineer define url which should be tested for usability.
2. UI crawl all public pages of web application and send it to intelligence system as HTML files.
3. System creates an instance of new project (class HCI engineering task), where input information filled with slot values.

**Step 2: Interface engineering:**

1. System analyze the text of requirements by extracting terms presented in the dictionary. The result of analysis is a set of basic terms (B), which describe requirements of software product.
2. System send basic terms to knowledge base of rules (production model). Basic terms pass through all rules and if they satisfy one or more rules contained in KB, system create Guideline instance.
3. System generates OWL file which contains a set of recommendations (output information), ordered by relative importance, strength of evidence and comparative effectiveness (determined on the basis of the recommendations impact). After definite weight of generated guidelines, system create an instance of Interface quality metric to represent usability level.
4. Usability level can be calculated by following equation:

\[
UL = \frac{\sum s_i}{\sum s_i + \sum n_i}
\]

where:
- \(s_i\) is RI of each success recommendation
- \(n_i\) is RI of each needed recommendation

Step 3: Output implementation:

1. Engineer get a list recommendations (with detailed description, sources, examples etc.) and usability level of web application
2. If the number of guidelines or usability level value do not satisfy engineer’s expectations, he is able to pass questionnaire to get more recommendations, which IS unable to determine (for example, the color of background image and color of text).
3. After passing questionnaire, UI sends output information intelligence system as XML files
4. System repeats steps I and II.
5. Engineer is able to learn all recommendation contained in knowledge base to improve web application manually.

**Step 4: Interface evaluation:**

1. Levels of usability (usability level slot of Interface design class) is stored in IS as the values of the quality of interface (Interface quality metric instances). This way IS allows to track usability changes of web
application, depending on embodied design decisions, i.e. HCI is able to test its web application again improve the usability level.

2. Based on the quality indicators of each interfaces, stored in IS can be automatically calculated the comparative effectiveness of recommendations.

5 IS for HCI engineering practical examples

As one of the practical tasks to assess the applicability of IS, we selected five web application of different companies and organizations:

1. Kazakh British Technical University
2. Sayer LLP
3. ALSI LLP
4. Ships2day LLP
5. Kivvi web app.

Evaluation of websites usability we divided into two steps:

Step I: Automatic analysis of the structure of web application.

Step II: Manual analysis by questionnaire.

We may use web application url as input information. Using url IS runs spider, implemented in php to extract public pages of website. Then IS generates a list of recommendations: recommendation chapter, detailed description, its sources, graphical examples and current usability level of web application.

To improve the usability level and number of recommendations, we are able to pass the questionnaire. At this stage, the input information for solver will be answer of questionnaire. Such kind of solutions needs to generate recommendations which solver cannot solve. For example, solver is not able to analyze the color of main text and background image behind them.

It should be noted that the questionnaire do not guarantee that the increasing of usability level. It can be if our answers will be negative related to website usability. According to equation 3, each negative answer from questionnaire increase the value of n_i. Consequently, the value of usability level will decrease. One of the convenient feature of IS is that it saves results of the project, so if we try to test web application after refactoring, we are able to assess the improvement level before and after reconstruction. Intelligent system is available on hci-test.info and results shown in table 1.

The average success rate assignments obtained in experiment is equal to 66.2% after applying questionnaire. So, Jakob Nielsen noted the value of this index at the level of 52.9% [15], but since then it would be naturally to expect its increase due to general increase in level of usability of web applications. Tasks related to data entry caused greater complexity than search for information (success rate 59.4% and 67.2% respectively), which also confirms general validity of results.

Based on results of usability testing (analysis of user interaction with web applications) our IS proposed following main changes to web interface projects:

1. Increase number of text explanation and simplifying them. For example, web forums should be described at basic level and add clarification to each sections in site map.
2. Add changes to register form: simplify control of automatic registration, creation of the page with confirmation of successful registration.
3. Further development of site navigation: removal of some items in sidebar (to improve readability), add titles and descriptions of sections and pages.
4. Modification of some styles on the site for standardization. For example, the color of “breadcrumbs” should match to color of the remaining links.
5. To facilitate learning, use images rather than text whenever possible. The superiority of pictures over text in a learning situation appears to be strong. For example, pictures of common objects are recognized and recalled better than their textual names.

We made appropriate improvements to three web applications and our final results of usability level is shown in table 2.

6 Conclusion

Using such kind of intelligent systems facilitate engineer to solve problems related to web usability. Intelligent system require only website url which need to assess and improve. Another advantages of IS is knowledge base which would be useful for HCI engineer with detailed information about recommendations. KB contains about 300 recommendations with description, sources and examples and this list is extending. The more recommendations, the higher usability level we may reach corresponding to web applications. In previous paper [1].
we defined three expert knowledge in HCI: laws, principles and recommendations. Future development will cover laws and principles, which haven’t implemented yet. There is an opportunity to integrate Fitts and Hicks laws, which consider physical and cognitive human aspects.
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